Herbert Read

The Drift of ModernPoetry
E AREsufficiently advancedinto
the zoth century to ask whether
the poetry of our period has acquired anysignificant character. Its achievement,in a quantitativesense, is impressive:we
shouldhaveto go backto the Elizabethanage
for any comparableefflorescence. But wemust
not forget that English is nowthe native
language of at least two hundredand fifty
million people, most of themacquiring some
standardof literacy as a birthright, whereasthe
great wealthof Elizabethanpoetry wascreated
by a small society not numbering, among
its literate, more than a few thousands. If
averages were of any account in this connection, our present rating wouldbe miserably

of its collectivetaste. Acritical discrimination
that wouldestimate particular merits and give
due attention to individual qualities is nowadays moreoften to be found on the racecourse
than on the campus--and
eventhere the public,
left to itself, will select a favouriteuponwhom
it will lavish irrational odds. TheElizabethans
did havetheir favourite poets, but each was
held to be as goodas the other until proved
otherwise. The apotheosis of a poet like
Shakespearewas the work of later ages, and
chiefly of our own.
Myintention is not to deflate any of the
great reputations of our owncentury, but if
weare to arrive at an estimate of general
characteristics wemust take care not to be
lOW.
dazzled by individual glories. No poet has
Thetruth is that both numbersand literacy
dominatedour age, in the sense of givingto it
havebeenhandicapsto poetry in our time. If
a uniformdirection or a uniform technique.
we suppose that a law of probability would If uniformityexists, it is in public opinionand
allow one genuine poet to every thousand not in poetic style. Wemight use the word
children born, then twentypoets wouldstand
drift to describe our course, a derogatoryword
a better chanceof beinglistened to in a popula- no doubt, but one exactly descriptive of the
tion of twentythousandthan woulda hundred tides andcurrents of poetic expressionin our
and fifty thousandpoets in a populationof a
time. Theso-called "age of Johnson"was an
hundredand fifty million. Someprinciple of age rich in dogmatism,
but poor in invention,
diminishingreturns operates in literature no the least originalage in our literary history. If
less than in economics.
Indeed,our civilisation
our ownepoch has not been dominatedby a
is so organisedthat the larger it growsandthe
single poet, muchless has it submittedto a
moreliterate it is made,the moreuniformit
single critic, thoughthere are plenty whowish
becomesin its opinionsand the moreliable to
it had been, and somewhowoulddearly love
irrational hero-worship.It prefers to be repre- to occupythe throne of the Great Cham.But
sented by one great man, to crowd to the
weare nowa literate democracy,and what we
concerts of one great conductor, to the perhaveto deploreis the dictatorship, not of an
formances
of oneleadingactor, and, finally, to
individual, whetherpoet or critic, but of a
recogniseone great poet as the representative uniformlyeducatedtaste.
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I-~ poetry of our century began on a soft
and sensuous note, as if tired of its inheritance, timid to advance into new estates.
The Victorian energy--the exuberance of a
Browning or a Swinburne--had been expended. We listen to the weary voice of
Arthur Symons’s "Absinthe Drinker":
GentlyI wavethe visible worldaway.
Far offI hear a roar, afar yet near,
Far off andstrange, a voiceis in myear,
Andis the voice myown?The words I say
Fall strangely,like a dream,acrossthe day;
Andthe dim sunshine is a dream...
I amat peace with Godand man.O glide,
Sandsof the hour-glassthat I countnot, fall
Serenely:scarceI feel yoursoft caress,
Rockedon this dreamyand indifferent fide.
This fin de sidcle mood, with its concordant
diction, dominated the first decade of the
century. The visible world was alien. True,
there were exceptions--the pessimistic poetry
of Hardy, the realism of Kipling, the social
protest of John Davidson. But these were
particular sentiments, individual opinions, not
part of the poetic essence of the period. Even
in Hardy we find the same tired rhythms :
I idly cut a parsleystalk,
Andblew therein towards the moon;
I had not thought what ghosts wouldwalk
Withshivering footsteps to mytune.
I went, and knelt, and scoopedmyhand
Asif to drink, into the brook,
Anda faint figure seemedto stand
Aboveme, with the bygonelook.
I lipped roughrhymesof chance,net choice,
I thought not what mywordsmight be ;
There cameinto myear a voice
That turned a tenderer verse for me.
The lassitude is in that tenderer verse, in moods
of regret that inevitably fall into accents of the
whispering gallery, ghostly echoes of the past.
The only alternative for Hardy is an awkward
artificiality--the artificiality of those lines on
the loss of the "Titanic," where the "steel
chambers" of the modernocean liner are seen
as "stilly crouching .... in a solitude of the
sea," "the pyres" of "salamandrine fires." The

image of "this creature of cleaving wing"
fatefully converging on "a Shape of Ice" is
well conceived, well realised, but the accompanying machinery of an ImmanentWill and a
Spinner of the Years is a creakdng structure
copied from Schopenhauer, who designed it
after a Greekmodel. It is not poetic--or rather,
it is rhetorical, and like all rhetoric, a corruption of the poetic consciousness.
This samecorruption of consciousness exists
in two further figures whosurvived well into
our century--Housman and Kipling. The
tragic sense is keen in each, and whenthe war
cametheir poetic interventions did not strike
the participant as too unreal. But nevertheless,
there is a factitiousness in both. Bloodand sweat,
spade and hearse, lad and lass, life and death-the antitheses are too easy--semanticmarriages,
not made in any passionate heaven or hell.
True poetry is not so immaculate in diction.
It is concentrated; it is crystalline ; but its edges
are sharp and cutting. Kipling knew this, and
when he wasn’t, as Henry James said, telling
a story iu the Smoket~oom, his metaphysical
awareness was condensedinto perfect images,
If any Godshould give
Usleave to fly
Thesepresent deaths we live
Andsafely die
In those last lives we lived ere wewereborn-Whatmanbut wouldnot laugh the excuseto scorn ?
For we are what we are-So broke to blood
Andthe strict worksof war-So long subdued
To sacrifice, that threadbareDeathcommands
Hardlyobservanceat our busier hands.
Yet we were wliat

we were,

And,fashionedso,
It pleasesus to stare
At the far show
Ofunbelievable
years andshapesthat flit,
In our ownlikeness, on the edgeof it.
Such a poemis not our century, in any specific
sense: in form it might belong to the ~7th
century. The dif~cult thought is realised in a
dear image, and the rhythm winds round the
thought with geometrical exactitude. Such an
achievement belongs to the universal types of
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poetry, and is exempt from the limitations of
the Zeitgeist.

T

m~Eexist archetypal images which belong
to all time, and which maybe transferred
from language to language without undue loss.
If Kipling’s poemwere to be skilfully translated
into Greek or Latin, French or German, it
wouldnot lose its poetic effect, because that
effect is metaphysical-idea realised in image,
thought felt. The thought process is primary,
not in the sense that the poet tlfinks and then
seeks a poetic form of expressionfor his thought
(this is the recipe for bad poetry), but in the
sense that the particular poet is a thinker and
his thought takes poetic form in the act of
expression. This is a rare combination, for the
poet is moreusually a sensationalist, or possibly
an intuitionist, and reacts directly through his
imagination--he uses a symbolic rather than a
conceptual form of discourse. His activity,
we say, is lyrical. Though many images are
archetypal, or universal, and reappear repeatedly throughout the course of world
literature, the characteristic imagesof any age
are more immediate and sensuous, a direct
reaction to individual experience. The archetypal imagesare not individual in this sense-they are at once collective and unconscious,
and any conscious attempt to tap them is apt
to produce an effect of banality. The ship of
death, for example, is an archetypal image--it
occurs in the mythsof several cultures, and is
particularly familiar to our own cultural
tradition in the form of Charon’s boat. When,
therefore, D. H. Lawrencetakes this image as
the basis of one of his most ambitious poems,
he is under the necessity of reanimatingit if he
is to avoid the effect of banality. He tries to
do this by combining his main universal
image with subsidiary and more personal
images: the image of the failing apple, that
falls to bruise itself an exit from itself--a
metaphor for the bruised body, from whose
bruised exit the soul oozes. It is doubtful
if he is entirely successful--the new and
personal image might have been more effective
if it had not been associated with an old and
familiar image.
The borrowed images in modern poetry are
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not always so familiar as Lawrence’s Ship of
Death. One of the most consistent features of
the wholeperiod is its eclecticism--its willingness to search out and incorporate the symbols
and mythsof past ages. Somedegree of eclecticism is characteristic of all historic cultures-distance lends enchantment to the past, and
the enchantment is all the stronger the more
distant the time. All the poets of our English
tradition, from Chaucer to Eliot, have freely
borrowed the forms and figures of other
cultures. But there is an important distinction
to be madeat this point, a distinction between
assimilation and accretion. Whena Shakespeare takes a plot or even a metaphor from
Plutarch or Ovid, he absorbs it into his own
poetic system, and reproduces it in the terms
of his ownpoetic essence. It is not merely a
question of playing Julius Cresar in Elizabethan
costume: Julius C~esar is an Elizabethan-more than that: he is a projection of Shakespeare’s own multiple personality. But when
Pound and Eliot take the structure of Greek
dramaas a frameworkfor their poetic sentiments, they are avoiding the problem of
creating a contemporarystructure. Hamletis a
significant play, not because it relates the
tragedy of a Danish prince of the MiddleAges,
but because it uses this dim figment of the
chronicles as an excuse to present the doubts
and indecisions of a humanistic age. "The
Waste Land," the most eclectic of Eliot’s
works, is a mythical landscape, a landscape of
broken columns and discarded masks, into
which no hero intrudes. Pound’s "Cantos,"
are cluttered with literary stage-props. All is
academic vanity. The poet claims that it is
not vanity
Tohavegatheredfromthe air a Livetradition
or froma free old eye the unconquered
flame
Thisis not vanity.
Hereerror is all in the not done,
all in thddil~idence
that faltered.
But the di~dence faltered because it could not
fuse the tradition to a modernsensibility--to a
consciousness of the modemdilemma. Eliot
becameaware of that necessity and in the Four
Quartets redeemed his eclecticism, not in a
newmyth, but in "aftersight and foresight," in
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metaphysics, like Kipling (a comparisonhe
would not find objectionable). Again, the
wordscaress the contour of the thought-¯ . . wordsI neverthoughtto speak
In streets I neverthoughtI shouldre½;it
When
I left mybodyona distant shore¯
Oureclecticism has beenpart of a deliberate
attempt to provide the 2oth century with
mythicalpoetry, ignoringthe fact that a myth
cannot be consciouslyimportedinto a culture,
but must emergegradually from the collective
unconscious. WhenI am informed that Ezra
Pound’s "Cantos" repeat the pattern of
Homer’sIliad, or that The Cocktail Part), has
the same dramatic pattern as some play by
Euripides,I refuseto be intimidated.All that is
merely in line, it seems to me, with the
repetition, on someAmericancampus,of the
architecture of an Oxfordcollege.

image?Impossibleto say, but in anycase a new
imagehad beenintroducedinto English poetry,
and it is an imagecharacteristic of a certain
phase of 20th century poetry--the phase we
call "Georgian"in England.
¯.. the yellowflavorouscoat
Of an apple waspshadundermined...
EdwardThomas
Softas a bubblesung
Outofa lirmet’slung
RalphHodgson
RobertFrost will perhapsserve as .the transatlantic equivalent:
¯ . . ploughing
the grain
Witha thick thumbnail
to showit ran
Acrossthe handle’slongdrawnserpentine,
Likethe twostrokesacrossa dollarsign.

It is true that one mayfind visual acuity of
the samekind in earlier poets--in Marvell,
~. MA~’conclude that there is no
Cotton, Wordsworth,Hopkins--but the objects or actions observedare moreconventional,
characteristic mythof our age, andthat
less violent. Wordsworth’s
acuity is exercised
we are not likely to find one where weare
on common
objects--on daisies and daffodils
looking--in the overt attemptsof the poets to
--and I doubt if he would have thought a
create one. Wemust therefore look for the
wasp-eatenapple or a bubbleor a dollar sign
peculiar virtues of our poetry in its poetic
structure--in its diction, idiom, and imagery. as in, ages worthyof his poetry. His aimwasto
Weshall at oncebe awareof a difference from endowearthly objects with a celestial light; to
transfuse matter and spirit; to identify his
the poetry of other ages.
sensationalvision with his mysdcalvision. The
Let us begin with the image,for that is the
original sense-experience
of the poet. Thepoet Nature poets of the 20th century are not
idealists in this sense, but empiricists.Theyare
is original in that he sees things for the first
time in a metaphoricalrelation, either to other satisfied--in so far as they are typical of their
things, or to his ownfeelings. But admittedly rime--with the sensory effects of the image,
though such an image maybe used in a deit is very difficult to isolate the imageas a
visual event: it is inevitablyexpressedin words scriptive or sentimental poemwhereit lies
embedded
like a barbaric stone in a circlet of
and we are immediately in doubt about the
gold.
It
was
probablythe contrast betweenthe
visuality of the image.In Hardy’spoem,which
sensory
image
and a traditional diction that
I quoted, the reader mayhavebeen struck by
fLrst
suggested
to T. E. Hulme
the isolation of
the unusualimageof the parsley stalk. Nopoet
the
image.
If
the
image
could
be
identified as
of our Augustan age would have given such
the
only
poetic
force
within
a
poem,
whynot
prominenceto such a humbleplant. Did Hardy
depart frompoetic usage becausehis discernproceed to identify poemand image, as had
ing eye had selected the parsley stalk as an
beenthe common
practice in Chinaor Japan ?
object of visual beautyor formalsignificance, Tocut the cacHe--thatwasto be the first aim
and as such apt for the desired effec: of his
of a modernpoetry.
poem?Or did the phrase, "a parsley stalk,"
But Hulmediscovered~as certain French
strike his aural sensibilityas poeticallyforceful poets had discovered before him--that the
and expressive? Did eye or ear dictate the
cache could not be cut without a fundamental
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change of diction. An image is always jealous
of words--that is to say, it is most effective
when conveyed in a minimumof words. It
provedvery difficult to reconcile this minimum
with any regular metrical structure, for metre
is basically aural and quite independent of
imagery. Free verse was not, of course,
invented by Huhne, or by anyone else in our
centurykin somesense it has existed for many
centuries, as in Hebrewpoetry. Modernexperiments began in France about ~88o, but these
earlier experiments in free verse had been in
the interest of rhythm--the desire had been to
get away from the monotonous regularity of
traditional metres and create new rhythms-rhythms directly expressive of emotional
experience. The free verse of Whitman and
Henleyis of this kind, and is not necessarily
vivid
accompanied by any particularly
imagery.
When therefore Hulme
saw the ruddy moonlean over a hedge
Like a red-facedfarmer
he was not merely introducing a sensory
image into a poem, but seeking a verse form
that would effectively convey the image.
Actually, within the limits of seven lines, he
found a verse form for a number of images-all images of "Autumn":
A touch of cold in the Autumnnight-I walkedabroad
Andsaw the ruddy moonlean over a hedge
Like a red-facedfarmer.
I did not stop to speak, but nodded.
Androundabout werethe wistful stars
Withwhitefaces like townchildren.
The diction of such a poemis best described
as laconic--that is to say, it is just adequatefor
the occasion. The poetry is in the image, or
images, and that, for sometime, was to be the
distinctive characteristic of 2oth centurypoetry.
No other English poetry--no other poetry of
the Western World--had hitherto been based
so strictly on visual appeal.

T

I~ School of Imagists, which included at
one time or another poets like Lawrence
and Pound,as well as self-styled Imagists like
Aldington and Fling, H. D., AmyLowell, and
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John Gould Fletcher, was not destined to
survive the interruption and dispersal of the
First World War, but its influence on poetic
diction was decisive for a whole generation.
Even Yeats, through the direct mediation of
Ezra Pound, was influenced and for the better.
His diction from ~9~4 onwards is lean, his
imagery precise:
That girls at pubertymayfind
Thefirst Adam
in their thought
Shutthe doorof the Pope’schapel,
Keepthose children out.
Thereon that scaffoldingreclines
MichaelAngelo.
With no moresound than the mice make
His handmovesto and fro.
Likea long-leggedfly uponthe stream
His mindmovesuponsilence.
Such images, of mice and long-legged flies,
will not be found in Yeats’s earlier poetry.
But it is the substance of Pound’s poetry and
Eliot’s: it is the new imagery of the zoth
century. There is no longer an undertone of
verbal music, or naturalistic sentiment, as in
Hardy’sparsley stalk, but a direct appeal to the
senses, without benefit of sweet sound-Eliot’s patient etherized upon a table, crabs
scuttling across the floors of silent seas, newspapers blowing through vacant lots, rats, and
broken glass; and Pour/d’s full and fascinating
jtmk-shop.
But such imagery, which might be called
Homericin its directness, is in these two cases
contaminated, as it were, by a very unHomeric eclecticism--by a very unrealistic
romanticism, the Classicist and Medievalist
romanticism of Eliot, the Troubadour and
Orientalist romanticism of Pound. "Eclecticism" is perhaps too superficial in its implications to describea processthat is not deliberate,
but rather an automatic release of imagery
from what would technically be knownas the
pre-conscious--that level of the mind just
below conscious memory, from which images
can be drawnmoreor less pell-mell in a state
of poetic excitement.
The wordwithin a word, unable to speak a word,
Swaddledwith darkness. In the juvescenceof the
year
CameChrist the tiger
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In depravedMay,dogwood
andchestnut, floweringjudas,
Tobe eaten,to be divided,to be drunk
Among
whispers;by Mr. Silvero
Withcaressinghands,at Limoges
Whowalkedall night in the next room;
ByHakagawa,
bowingamongthe Titians ;
ByMadame
de Tomquist,in the dark room
Shiftingthe candles;Fr~iuleinvonKulp
Whoturned in the hall, one handon the door.
Vacant
shuttles
Weave
the wind.I havenoghosts,
Anold manin a draughtyhouse
Undera windyknob.

conveyedwithoutobscuringrhetoric, nakedly:
(the
grapesstill hanging
to
the vines...
like broken
teeth in the headof an
old man)

which,incidentally, is an excellent exampleof
the reversed metaphorso popular with modern
poets--the inhumanilluminated by reference
to the human.Williams’suse and presentation
of the imageis in the tradition of the Imagist
School, but his poetry is not exclusively
imagistmhemight, indeed, be called a moralist
These are personal memory-images,and the
--a laconic commentatoron the contemporary
oddthing is that they shouldbe transferable,
Americanscene. He is exceptional in that
so as to constitute indubitable poetry. Wedo he has transferred to a conceptual type of
not know, and need not ask, who were
verse ideals of economyand precision that
Mr. Silvero and Hakagawa, Madamede
were evolvedfor a perceptual type of verse.
Tomquist and Fr~iulein yon Kulp; any
To that visual clarity of the imagecorresexplanationwouldrender themless effective,
ponds a logical definition that takes an
less poetic.
aphoristic form.
Effective as these automaticimagesare when
It might be possible to trace the Imagist
personalto the poet, nothingis so ineffective influenceinto widerfields and evento find it
as a consciousimitationof them: the i~troduc-" in unexpectedplaces, but it gradually became
tion into verse of arbitrary images,not premergedin that efflorescenceof metaphorwhich
ceding from whateverdepths the poet’s mind I believeis predominantly
Celtic in its origins.
possesses, but consciouslyinventedto produce Gerard Manley Hopkins, who was partly
a similar effect. Onemightevengo further and responsiblefor it, wasstrongly influencedby
say that even whensuch imagesare projected Welshpoetry, and the chief representative of
automatically, nothing provesto be so dreary this metaphoricalschool has beena Welshman,
as the furniture of an inferior mind. The Dylan Thomas. But we must not forget the
surrealist movement
wasresponsible for much influence on Thomasof surrealism, and, inforced imageryof this kind, and the process directly throughsurrealism, of the newsigniitself, whichhadbeenso effective in the case ficance which began to be attached to the
of Eliot (and in the case of certain contemporary dreamimageand to automatic projections of
French poets) was eventually discredited by the symbolsof the unconscious. All those
abuse. The spontaneous memory-imagereinfluences created a metaphoricalferment in
mains, however,a characteristic feature of
the mindof this youngpoet whichat first was
modem
English poetry, and Eliot’s significant
too private in its references to conveyany
role in the technical developmentof modern emotion:
verse is largely due to his masterlyuse of the
Joyis noknocking
nation, sir andmadam,
invention.
Thecancer’sfusion,or the summer
feather
Lit onthe cuddled
tree, the crossof fever,
Norcity tar andsubway
boredto foster
MAGIST
developmentin our period does not
Manthrough macadam.
end with Poundor even with WilliamCarlos
Rdmbaud
wrote such poetry, and it is not
Williams,a poet whohas sustainedthe experimental verve of the early days of the move- surprising to find it transubstantiatedin Engment.Thevisual imagein his verse is always lish words. But the reader cannot endure the

I
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blind fury of it for more than the course of a
few stanzas, and Thomassoon realised the
limitations of this method. He workedtowards
simplicity and clarity, without sacrificing any
of the force of the far-fetched image¯
Herflesh wasmeekas milk, but this skywardstatue
Withthe wild beast and blessed and giant skull
Is carved from her in a roomwith a wet window
In a fiercely mourning
housein a crookedyear.
I knowher scrubbedand sour humblehands
Lie with religion in their cramp,her threadbare
Whisperin a dampword,her wits drilled hollow,
Herfist of a face died clenchedona roundpain;
AndsculpturedAnnis seventy years of stone.
There are images here that are specifically
modem,in the sense already discussed. "Her
fist of a face clenched on a round pain"--I do
not think an image like that would have
occurred to a poet writing before I9xo;
though if we skip the centuries we shall fred
an analogue in Shakespeare’sdescription of the
death of Falstaff; and there is Anglo-Saxon
sparseness and dinned anvil-clangour in the
concentrated monosyllabic words :
¯ . . herdeathwasa still drop;
She wouldnot havemeshak in the holy
Floodof her heart’s fame;she wouldlie dumband
deep
Andneed no druid of her broken body...
images were threaded to
DYLAN
coherent themes of birth and death, of
TI-IOMAS’S

love and sorrow--human, universal themes,
to which he gave a fresh, contemporary
expression. But these few ideas were intuitive
--static convictions rather than the products
of a philosophical activity. Dylan Thomasis
not singular in this respect. It is, indeed,
difficult to discern in 2oth century poetry any
commonideological trend, such as we find in
the tLomantic Movement from, say, x78ox83o. Wehave had ideological poets--Mr.
Eliot is one. Mr. Poundhas a political philosophy and Mr. Audenis dogmatic in an offhand
way. But these three typical poets of the period
have nothing in common,ideologically speaking, and certainly have no commonphilosophy
of art, such as the tLomantics had. Each poet
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expresses, in a personal way, his private
philosophy, and in an age such as ours, when
there is no integral social consciousness, we
need not pay any particular respect to a
philosophythat claims to be universal. Catholic
philosophy, for example,is universal for those
whohave madea personal choice to be orthodox
Christians. It was different in the Middle
Ages, or in Dante’s time, when no personal
choice was involved. Catholicism was then an
expression of the social consciousness, and the
individual was dissolved in that consciousness,
and did not assert a separate and personal consciousness. We, who have no integral social
consciousness, have only a Zeitgeist to substitute for it, and this super-individual manifestation, of which we are rarely conscious, is
historical, not universal. It is a product of a
particular environment--of economic and
social conditions--and after the passage of a
generation or two, is seen as a deception.
tLomanticism, in its most general sense, is
the only attempt since the end of the Middle
Ages to construct a universal philosophy.
Hegel, in this sense, is a tLomanticphilosopher.
tLomanticism is essentially a philosophy of
immanence, as Catholicism
had been a
philosophy of transcendence; it remains a
philosophy of immanence when allied to
poetry. Poetry, indeed, is an essential instrument of this philosophy, for, as Schelling
claimed, the immanentspirit of the universe
is manifested through poetry, including the
plastic arts and music. Poetry has thus the role
of revelation in this immanentreligion, and
the only universal philosophy of poetry, since
the MiddleAges, gives to the poet the priestlike function of meditation.
The tLomantic poets of ~78o-x83oaccepted
this role. Goetheand Schiller, H~51derlinand
Novalis, Wordsworth and Coleridge, saw
themselves as performing a priest-like task,
and they sought for the best methodof ensuring
the immediate communicationof their vision.
The triumph of materialism in the x9th century
brought discredit or ridictde on this tLomantic
philosophy, but only at the cost of a further
and more drastic disintegration of social consdousness. Nietzsche, the last of the great
tLomantic philosophers, proclaimed the death
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of God; Marxsubstituted the vision of a
society integrated on a basis of common
wealth. But poetry in any universal sense had
died with God,and all our efforts, since the
middle of the xgth century, have been fragmentaryand individualistic.
Someof us attempt to recover the universal
philosophy of the MiddleAges--to resurrect
the transcendental God;others seek to revive
the universal philosophy of t~omanticism-to recover the pantheistic intuitions of the
tkomantic poets. But the l~omantic poets
realised that the act of mediationwasa poetic
act, andnot an intellectual effort, l~evelation
wasmadeevident in the structure and imagery
of poetry. For a short time in our century-the time between the birth of Imagismand
the return to traditional formsin the thirties-it seemedas though an effort wouldbe made
to recover this immediacy
of inspiration, but
there was no supporting ethos: what ethos
there was camefrom revolutionary politics,
andwasessentially anti-poetic; it acted on the
false assumptionthat society could be unified
on a materialistic basis. It is too early to proclaim the failure of the newR.omanticism-did it not, in DylanThomas,produce a poet
whocontinued the tradition on its highest
level ? But Thomas,thoughhe hada following,
is nevertheless an isolated figure--he has no
significancefor our materialistic civilisation.
He wrote "for the love of man and in
praise of God," but he wrote in subjective
solitude.
Yeats was probably the only poet of our
age whohad someunderstandingof the poet’s
predicament.Hehas beenridiculed for trying
to find a substitute religion in astrology and
spiritualism, but his naive effort is not
necessarily moreabsurd than the attempt to
revive a medievalthearchy. Hedared., until he
wasdisillusioned, to believe in a rebirth of
Gaelic Ireland free from commercialismand
materialism. He mayhave underestimatedthe
difficulty of effecting any correspondence
betweena practical level of experienceand a
symboliclevel of experience--between
act and
grace, achievementand glory, ceremonyand

innocence. But in the end Yeats knewthat
just as
twentycenturiesof stonysleep
Wer:vexedinto righteousness
bya rockingcradle
So wemust await, and might in our darkness
expect, a Second Coming-Andwhatroughbeast, its hour comeroundat
last,
SlouchestowardsBethlehem
to be born?
beensparingof namesin this surveyof
IrL~lV~,
the drift of 2oth centurypoetry, but let us
look backacross the chart for a moment.
There
wasoneclear line of progress--theisolation and
clarification of the image,andthe perfectingof
a diction that wouldleave the imageunclouded
by rhetoric or sentiment. To that task our
greatest poets--Yeats, Pound, Eliot, and
Thomas--devoted
their best energies. But now
there is a failure of nerve: eyes are dazzled,
andonceagaina veil of rhetoric is drawnover
the vision of the poet. Sentimentsupersedes
sensation,the poetic consciousness
is corrupted.
Manyindividual voices rise again in the dusk.
Yeats dead, Poundsilenced, Eliot lost to the
theatre, Thomas
gonebefore his time--it is the
hour of the twittering machines.Welisten to
them as we drink our martinis or smokea
cigarette, and for an hour or twowefeel content. Thenthe night comesandthere is no voice
to ill] the silence. Thatis not as it usedto be.
Poetryusedto be in speech,in transaction, in
worship; at the banquet, before the battle,
in the momentof birth and burial. Whyis
poetry no longer our daily bread? Wehave
to search for an answerto this question, and
the search leads us to the foundation of our
society. Wehavethe poetrywedeserve, just as
wehave the painting we deserve, the music
wedeserve; andif it is fragmented,personal,
spasmodic,wehave only to look around us to
see the satanic chaosthroughwhichnevertheless
a few voices have penetrated. Thevoices are
pitched high and maysound discordant; but
sometimesthey convey an image that has a
crystalline brightnessand hardness,andcannot
be shrouded.
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HEwell-known landscape is the same,
only the figures in the foreground have
changed. Whenone travelled through
Palestine during the years of the British Mandate, one’s attention was continuously attracted
by the shrill, triangular Arab-Jewish-British
conflict. Today,the dust of that batde is gone,
and so are most of the Arabs and all the
British. Whatremains is the state of Israel,
which covers the greater part of Palestine, and
the contrast between the new utilitarian
colonisation and the brooding landscape against
whichit is set.
In Tel Aviv and Haifa, or where the traffic
movescontinuously through citrus country on
the coastal road betweenthese two cities, life
in Israel has already a remarkablysettled look.
(And yet, for quite a stretch the frontier runs
practically alongside this road: at one point in
the coastal plain of Sharon, where Israel is
at its narrowest, it approaches to within ten
miles of the sea--not much room here for
"defence in depth.") Beyondthis frontier, as
far as the average Israeli is concerned,lies the
whole unknownMiddle East of the Arabs. It
is an unquiet frontier, from which the sound of
shooting is seldom absent. Arabs infiltrate,
Israelis retaliate, the larger incidents makethe
international press headlines, and in the councils
of the United Nations heads are solemnly
shaken. Yet these Israeli-Arab armed clashes,
which are always in the news, involve only
the civilian inhabitants of the frontier settlements, who are probably not more than 2 per

T

cent of the population. Indeed, behind the
thin khaki line of their youngsoldiers on the
frontier the Israelis have been proceeding undeterred to meet the challenge set by the
proclamationof the state.
You can see most of the aspects of this
challenge in Beersheba. The Negevis the halffertile, half-desert southern triangle of Israel
that is only nowbeing developed, and Beershebais its natural capital. Before~948,it had
been little more than a dusty, overgrownArab
village, a centre for local Bedouins,its regular
inhabitants numberingabout x2oo Arabs and a
handful of bored British police. Today, the
Israeli Governmentis working to turn Beersheba into a busy industrial and communications centre of some 4o,ooo prospective
inhabitants, and about ~o,ooopeople are already
there, mostly new Oriental-Jewish immigrants.
One is driven round neat planning zones, new
housing estates of simple apartment blocks or
identical small houses, shopping arcades and
restaurants, and yet more building plots.
Laundryflutters from balconies, and the whole
scene has a slighdy suburban look: was it
necessary to create this new conurbation on
this ancient site ? Yet on closer view, one sees
the other side. Not less than xSo,oootrees have
been planted in and around NewBeersheba,
and presently they musteffect their transformation. Yousee the new theatre, as a building
still starkly isolated, but already payingits way
as combinedcinema, concert hall, and theatre.
Youcan go into Beersheba’s large new central
II
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